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Table 3 Summary of sample cases
roughness (mils) torque Z
(1081b/in)
rotor housing (in-tb)
0.02 0.02 2,900 245 1,956










Table 4 Effect of roughness on torque and direct stiffnesses
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Figure 15 Film thickness distribution for sample 3B
IFACE: IFACE)B PIISSUII DISTRIBUTION






Figure 16 Pressure distribution for sample 3B.
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Figure 17 Film thickness distribution for sample 13.
(FACE: IFACII] PIESIURI DISTRIBUTION





Figure 18 Pressure distribution for sample 13.
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Figure 19 Film thickness distribution for sample 17.
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Figure 20 Pressure distribution for sample 17.
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Figure 21 Film thickness distribution for sample 15B.
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-174.78 -174.10 -192.40 -200.56
173.87 173.79 187.57 196.53
Table 5 Comparison against GBEAR.
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